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CELEBRATING 125 YEARS OF UKRAINIAN HERITAGE

Another pillow and some linen filled the trunk to the top. A small wicker
valise and one cheap suitcase were filled with everyday clothes to be used on
the trip. Mother tied some utensils and food in a cloth bundle."
Peter Humeniuk, Hardships & Progress of Ukrainian Pioneers: Memoirs from
Stuartburn Colony and Other Points. Derksen Printers, Steinbach, Manitoba, 1977,
p. 29
Clifford Sifton:
In a letter that he sent to Wilfrid Laurier
on April 15, 1901, Clifford Sifton—Laurier's
Minister of the Interior, and thus in charge of
immigration—wrote the following:
"Our desire is to promote the immigration of farmers and farm labourers. We
have not been disposed to exclude foreigners of any nationality who seemed likely to
become successful agriculturalists"

Cyril Genik:

Joseph Oleskiw:
The Red River soil was "so rich,
that even without fertilizing, it will
produce good crops" "in a few years
the farmer will build himself a good
livelihood"
Dr. Joseph Oleskiw, agronomist,
after visiting Canada in 1895 and
publishing eloquent accounts in pamphlets, O emigratsii [About Emigration]. 1895. Ref.: William A. Czumer.
Reflections About the Life of First Ukrainian Settlers in Canada. University
of Toronto Press, 1981

Cyril was the first Ukrainian civil
servant (Canadian federal Dept. of
Interior) helping Ukrainian settlers.
He was an employment agent for the
C.P.R. bringing many laborers to
Canada.
Michael Ewanchuk. Reflections and
Reminiscences; Ukrainians in Canada
1892-1992.
Derksen Publishers, Steinbach,
1994, p.l6

—Submitted by Luba Fedorkiw

"It is admitted that additions
to the population of our cites and
towns by immigration [are]
undesirable from every standpoint and such additions do not
in any way whatever contribute
to the object which is constantly
kept in view by the Government
of Canada in encouraging immigration for the development of
natural resources and the increase in production of wealth
from these resources ..."

Canadian government immigration pamphlet
in Ukrainian.

From Mabel F. T1MLIN, "Canada's Immigration Policy, 1896-1910", in Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, Vol. XXVI,No 4 (November 1960);
517-532, p. 518.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier
GCMG PC KC
7th Prime Minister
of Canada:

äÌË„‡Ìﬂ
“ìÍ‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó ÉÓÎÓÒÛ”
надає послуги
у придбанні авіаквитків до України, Польщі, Росії та
інш., за доступними цінами.

"All the information I have
received, is that the Galicians
are a most valuable class of
immigrants."
Sir Wilfred Laurier,
Prime Minister
In reply to "Daily Nor'Wester"
editorial of May 23,1898
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